
English: 
This term we will be basing our English around a variety of 
wonderful books, ‘Anna Hibiscus’ by An nuke and ‘The Proudest 
Blue’ by  Ib haj Muhammad and S.K. Ali. Through reading these 
texts, children will learn about different cultures around the 
world. The children will have the opportunity to write the a 
diary entry in the role of Anna Hibiscus, focusing on past tense 
verbs, first person style wri ng and using adverbs to show me 
and order.  
 
Read Write Inc (Phonics): 
The children will con nue to be regularly assessed and monitored on the programme.  
Please con nue to read as o en as possible with your children, our aim is to see that 
they are reading at home four mes a week, so please remember to jot in their diaries 
when they have read.  
 
Maths:   
This half term we will be focussing on: 
· Tell the me on an analogue clock: quarter past, quarter to and five minute 

intervals  
· Calculate dura ons of me in minutes and seconds  
· Sequence daily events  
· Minutes in an hour and hours in a day  
· Part-whole rela onships 
· Frac ons as part of a whole or a whole set 
· Relate to division 
· Equivalent frac ons  

Science:   
This half term we will be star ng to learn about forces. This is a Year 3 Science 
unit; however, children will have an opportunity to learn about pushes, pulls 
and fric on to then progress to forces and magnets in Year 3.  
Geography:  
Children will be building on from their learning of Stanway and iden fying the 
physical and human features of Essex by comparing this to an African city, 
Nairobi. They will first iden fy the key differences in loca on and climate 
between the UK and Kenya and then zone in on the difference between the 
village of Stanway and the city of Nairobi.  
DT 
This half term the children will have the opportunity to look at healthy ea ng. 
They will learn what is meant by a ‘balanced diet’ and then will apply this 
knowledge to design and make a healthy wrap. 
R.E 
We will be learning about special words and stories across all religions, finding 
out why they are important and how they link to everyday lives. 
RSHE 
This half term will be focussing on Safety and the changing body. In Year 2, this 
focuses on staying safe online and what we mean by appropriate and 
inappropriate touches. 
Music: 
We are linking our music lessons to our Geography and English work, learning 
about South African style music based on a song named ‘Hand, Feet, Heart’.  
Physical Development:   
The children will be focussing on the areas of yoga and fitness.  
Compu ng:   
The children will be introduced to the different parts of a computer, focusing 
on the keyboard and touch typing.  


